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Astro-Vision YearGuide forecast for 2020

Name  : David Warner
Sex  : Male
Date of Birth  : 28 October, 1986  Tuesday
Time of Birth (Hr.Min.Sec)  : 00:00:00 AM Summer Time
Time Zone (Hrs.Mins)  : 10:00 East of Greenwich
Time Correction  : Summer Time
Place of Birth  : Paddington
Longitude (Deg.Mins)  : 151.13 East
Latitude  (Deg.Mins)  : 33.52 South
Ayanamsa  : Chitra Paksha = 23 Deg. 40 Min. 15 Sec.
Dasa System  : Vimshottari, Years = 365.25 Days
Birth Star  : Ashlesha 
Star Pada (Quarter)  : 4 
Star Lord  : Budha
Birth Rasi  : Karkata
Rasi Lord  : Chandra 
Lagna (Ascendant)  : Mithuna
Lagna Lord  : Budha
Thidhi (Lunar Day)  : Dasami, Krishnapaksha
Karanam  : Vanija
Nithya Yoga  : Subra
Sunrise (Hrs.Mins)  : 06:00 AM Summer Time
Sunset (Hrs.Mins)  : 07:18 PM      ''    '' 
Astrological Day of Birth  : Monday
Local Mean Time (LMT)  : Summer Time - 55 Min.

Based on Indian Predictive Astrology

Nirayana Longitude of Planets

The Indian system of astrology is based on the nirayana longitude planets, which is obtained by subtracting the
ayanamsa value from the sayana longitudes, calculated as per western system.

There are different basis for calculating ayanamsa. The method selected here is :
Chitra Paksha =  23Deg.40 Min.15 Sec.

Planet Longitude Rasi Long. in Rasi Star Pada
Deg:Min:Sec Deg:Min:Sec   

Lagnam 70:52:39 Mithuna 10:52:39 Ardra  2
Chandra 118:16:35 Karkata 28:16:35  Ashlesha  4 
Surya 190:8:26 Tula 10:8:26  Swati  2 
Budha 213:30:29 Vrischika 3:30:29  Anuradha  1 
Shukra 203:56:58 Tula 23:56:58Retro  Vishakha  2 
Kuja 287:7:31 Makara 17:7:31  Shravana  3 
Guru 319:32:19 Kumbha 19:32:19Retro  Satabhisha  4 
Sani 224:11:18 Vrischika 14:11:18  Anuradha  4 
Rahu 356:17:20 Meena 26:17:20  Revati  3 
Ketu 176:17:20 Kanya 26:17:20  Chitra  1 
Maandi 37:21:41 Vrishabha 7:21:41  Krittika  4 
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Maa Lag

Moo
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Rah
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28-October-1986

00:00:00 AM 
Rasi

Longitude   -151.13
Latitude   -33.52

 
Dasa balance at birth = Budha 2 Years, 2 Months, 11 Days

Moo = Chandra Sun = Surya Mer = Budha
Ven = Shukra Mar = Kuja Jup = Guru
Sat = Sani Rah = Rahu Ket = Ketu
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Varsha Phal

The sun transits one circle of 360 degrees of the zodiac in a whole year. To analyse the results for a specific year of
your life, a horocope is cast for the time when the Sun in transit reaches exactly where it was at the time of your
birth.This horoscope is used to predict events and foretell your life for that particular year.The annual or progressed
horoscope is similar to that of the Siderial Solar Return chart in Western Astrology.

Varshaphal is also known as the Tajaka or Tajik system of astrology. Of the many writers,Nilakanta and Kesava are
the two great authors who have written elaborately on the Tajik system.

The annual horoscope analysis and predictions given here are based on the principles of the Tajik system. The point
called Varshapravesh,is the entry into the new year and has great significance.This is calculated as per the elaborate
methods suggested in the ancient texts.The day of the week of your birth,is also considered for Varshapravesh. Apart
from the ascendant in the annual chart, called Varsha Lagna other important influences analysed are that of the
Muntha, the Lord of Muntha and the Lord of the year.

There are wide differences in rules, for judging a horoscope under the Parasara system and the Varshaphal. The set
of rules for aspects and combinations in the two systems are distinct. The strength of the planets are ascertained by
Panchavargiya Bala rather than Shadbala,as in the Parasara system.

In the foregoing analysis, you can see that the effects of various factors are sometimes contradictory and at times
reinforcing.While some unfavourable influences are neutralised by favourable factors, often you will experience all
these at least partially at sometime during the year. An overall judgement of the year ahead is given at the end of
each annual forecast.

Please remember that the Varshaphal period covers an entire year from the day of Varshapravesh,which is
approximately from one birthday to another.

The predictions given here are indications of the fortunes ahead and you can surely surmount any hard times,by your
diligence,will-power and the grace of God.

Forecast from 1-January-2020 to 28-October-2020 Year : : 34

Varshapravesh

Date : 28-October-2019
Time : 11.02.21 AM

Annual forecast is applicable for one year starting from the date of Varshapravesh. The longitude of planets and the
annual chart for the time of varshapravesh are given below.

Nirayana Longitude of Planets

The Indian system of astrology is based on the nirayana longitude planets, which is obtained by subtracting the
ayanamsa value from the sayana longitudes, calculated as per western system.

There are different basis for calculating ayanamsa. The method selected here is :
Chitra Paksha =  24Deg.7 Min.43 Sec.
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Planet Longitude Rasi Long. in Rasi Star Pada
Deg:Min:Sec Deg:Min:Sec   

Lagnam 267:28:37 Dhanu 27:28:37 Uttarashada  1
Chandra 188:4:1 Tula 8:4:1  Swati  1 
Surya 190:8:17 Tula 10:8:17  Swati  2 
Budha 212:40:7 Vrischika 2:40:7  Vishakha  4 
Shukra 209:50:43 Tula 29:50:43  Vishakha  3 
Kuja 171:16:41 Kanya 21:16:41  Hasta  4 
Guru 238:28:3 Vrischika 28:28:3  Jyeshta  4 
Sani 261:2:40 Dhanu 21:2:40  Purvashada  3 
Rahu 77:33:6 Mithuna 17:33:6  Ardra  4 
Ketu 257:33:6 Dhanu 17:33:6  Purvashada  2 
Maandi 326:20:59 Kumbha 26:20:59  Purvabhadra  2 

Muntha  Meena
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28-October-2019

11:02:21 AM 
Annual Chart

Longitude   -151.13
Latitude   -33.52

 

Moo = Chandra Sun = Surya Mer = Budha
Ven = Shukra Mar = Kuja Jup = Guru
Sat = Sani Rah = Rahu Ket = Ketu

Harsha Bala

 Moo Sun Mer Ven Mar Jup Sat

First Strength 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
Second Strength 0 0 0 5 0 0 0   
Third Strength 0 5 0 0 5 5 5   
Fourth Strength 0 5 0 0 5 5 0   

Total 0 10 0 5 10 10 5

strength nil med nil Weak med med Weak
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Pancha-Vargiya Bala

 Moo Sun Mer Ven Mar Jup Sat

Kshetra 7.5 7.5 22.5 30.0 22.5 22.5 15.0   
Uccha 2.77 0.015 14.703 3.649 5.92 4.059 13.217   
Hadda 7.5 7.5 11.25 7.5 15.0 7.5 3.75   
Drekkana 10.0 7.5 7.5 5.0 7.5 5.0 10.0   
Navamsa 2.5 3.75 2.5 2.5 2.5 5.0 3.75   

Total 30.27 26.265 58.453 48.649 53.42 44.059 45.717

Vimsopaka 7.568 6.566 14.613 12.162 13.355 11.015 11.429

strength med med full full full full full

Varsheshwara Candidates

Office Planet Vimsopaka Aspect Eligible
Strength on Lagna or not 

Muntha Lord Guru 11.015 No Aspect No 
Birth Lagna Lord Budha 14.613 No Aspect No 
Varsha Lagna LordGuru 11.015 No Aspect No 
Tri-Rasi Lord Sani 11.429 Inimical Yes
Din-Ratri Lord Shukra 12.162 Friendly Yes

Among the eligible planets, Shukra has the highest strength.
Shukra is selected as Varsheshwara ( Lord of The Year ) 

Effect of Muntha

Muntha is a sensitive point in the annual horoscope. Muntha moves by one rasi per year from the birth ascendant.
The position of Muntha in the annual chart has a significant effect on the results one can expect during the year.
 
Muntha is in the fourth house. This is not a favourable position in the annual chart. As a young man, you may have
problems during the year. You may have to worry or face troubles due to some situation caused by your mother. Tiffs
with friends and family may take place. But hard work will assure that you do not lose your position or rank.

Lord of Muntha

The lord of the house where Muntha is placed is called Munthesh, the Lord of Muntha. The effect of Munthesh is
only secondary to that of Muntha.
 
It is important to note that in your annual chart, the Muntha as well as the Lord of Muntha are in unfavourable
positions. The malefic effects are therefore reinforced.

The lord of Muntha is in the twelfth house. For you, this year could indicate some losses and defeats. You may have
to give up on some coveted post you have been holding or face the end of a relationship. But try not to lack in your
confidence and do overcome bravely any disappointments in your life.

Lord of the year

Varsheswara, the lord of the year is selected based on various factors as shown above. The lord of the year has a
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significant influence on the events that unfold during the year. The strength of the planet is also an important
consideration.

Venus is the lord of the year and is strong. This year, conjugal happiness and domestic harmony will be there for
you. Good health will follow you and you will be successful in sports and games too. You will have an aptitude for
advanced sciences. There could be the acquisition of jewelry or property for you or your family. You could get more
interested in sexual pleasures. The luxury articles you have, will give you a comfortable and happy life at home.

Birth Lagna

The position of birth lagna in relation to varsha lagna has special significance.
 
Birth lagna is the annual seventh house. This year, you could be part of some auspicious celebrations. Its a good time
for romance or even marriage. You will develop new associations which will prove helpful.

Planets in houses

The effects due to the position of planets in different houses of the annual chart are outlined below. These influences
modify the intensity of good and bad results forecast based on the parameters analysed earlier.
 

Moon occupies the eleventh house. This indicates professional success, development of important contacts, return of
children from abroad.

Sun occupies the eleventh house. This points to gains from government, good income, easy life, but likely health
problems for children.

Mercury is in the twelfth house. This indicates phlegmatic troubles, ear problems, cataract problems for the aged,
and unexpected disputes.

Venus occupies the eleventh house. This indicates unexpected possession of gold and precious stones, progress of
children and satisfying love life.

Mars is in the tenth house. This points to a new assignment and income through machinery and satisfactory income
levels.

Jupiter is in the twelfth house. This points to increase in expenses and distress to a family member.

Saturn is in the first house. This points to health problems, trouble through government, distress due to spouse or
lover, obstacles and dejection.

Rahu is seen in the seventh house. This points to breathing problems, piles, risk of poisoning. Keep away from
snakes.

Ketu is in the first house. This points to disappointments, complications in chronic health complaints, loss of
happiness, untrustworthy friends and disputes with all sorts of persons.

Summary of effects of planets in houses
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Planet Effect

Chandra Favourable
Surya Mixed Results
Budha Unfavourable
Shukra Favourable
Kuja Favourable
Guru Unfavourable
Sani Unfavourable
Rahu Unfavourable
Ketu Unfavourable

Overall effect of planets in houses:  Unfavourable

Combined effect of factors analysed

Factor Effect

Muntha Unfavourable
Muntha Lord Unfavourable
Varsheshwara Favourable
Birth Lagna Favourable
Planets in HousesUnfavourable

Combined astrological rating for the year:  40 %
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Forecast from 27-October-2020 to 31-December-2020 Year : : 35

Varshapravesh

Date : 27-October-2020
Time : 05.11.30 PM

Annual forecast is applicable for one year starting from the date of Varshapravesh. The longitude of planets and the
annual chart for the time of varshapravesh are given below.

Nirayana Longitude of Planets

The Indian system of astrology is based on the nirayana longitude planets, which is obtained by subtracting the
ayanamsa value from the sayana longitudes, calculated as per western system.

There are different basis for calculating ayanamsa. The method selected here is :
Chitra Paksha =  24Deg.8 Min.33 Sec.
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Planet Longitude Rasi Long. in Rasi Star Pada
Deg:Min:Sec Deg:Min:Sec   

Lagnam 344:25:42 Meena 14:25:42 Uttarabhadra  4
Chandra 322:33:49 Kumbha 22:33:49  Purvabhadra  1 
Surya 190:8:34 Tula 10:8:34  Swati  2 
Budha 186:48:4 Tula 6:48:4Retro  Swati  1 
Shukra 154:52:28 Kanya 4:52:28  Utaraphalguni  3 
Kuja 353:10:21 Meena 23:10:21Retro  Revati  2 
Guru 266:15:38 Dhanu 26:15:38  Purvashada  4 
Sani 271:50:30 Makara 1:50:30  Uttarashada  2 
Rahu 58:11:46 Vrishabha 28:11:46  Mrigasira  2 
Ketu 238:11:46 Vrischika 28:11:46  Jyeshta  4 
Maandi 303:47:17 Kumbha 3:47:17  Dhanishta  4 

Muntha  Mesha
 

Muntha Rah

VenSun MerKetJup

Sat

Moo Maa

Mar Lag

Purvabhadra
27-October-2020

05:11:30 AM 
Annual Chart

Longitude   -151.13
Latitude   -33.52

 

Moo = Chandra Sun = Surya Mer = Budha
Ven = Shukra Mar = Kuja Jup = Guru
Sat = Sani Rah = Rahu Ket = Ketu

Harsha Bala

 Moo Sun Mer Ven Mar Jup Sat

First Strength 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
Second Strength 0 0 0 0 0 5 5   
Third Strength 0 0 5 5 0 5 0   
Fourth Strength 0 5 0 0 5 5 0   

Total 0 5 5 5 5 15 5

strength nil Weak Weak Weak Weak full Weak
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Pancha-Vargiya Bala

 Moo Sun Mer Ven Mar Jup Sat

Kshetra 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 7.5 30.0 30.0   
Uccha 12.174 0.016 17.578 2.458 13.87 0.971 12.018   
Hadda 7.5 3.75 15.0 7.5 15.0 7.5 3.75   
Drekkana 10.0 2.5 7.5 5.0 10.0 5.0 5.0   
Navamsa 2.5 1.25 3.75 3.75 3.75 1.25 5.0   

Total 47.174 22.516 58.828 33.708 50.12 44.721 55.768

Vimsopaka 11.794 5.629 14.707 8.427 12.53 11.18 13.942

strength full med full med full full full

Varsheshwara Candidates

Office Planet Vimsopaka Aspect Eligible
Strength on Lagna or not 

Muntha Lord Kuja 12.53 Inimical Yes 
Birth Lagna Lord Budha 14.707 No Aspect No 
Varsha Lagna LordGuru 11.18 Inimical Yes 
Tri-Rasi Lord Chandra 11.794 No Aspect No
Din-Ratri Lord Shukra 8.427 Inimical Yes

Among the eligible planets, Kuja has the highest strength.
Kuja is selected as Varsheshwara ( Lord of The Year ) 

Effect of Muntha

Muntha is a sensitive point in the annual horoscope. Muntha moves by one rasi per year from the birth ascendant.
The position of Muntha in the annual chart has a significant effect on the results one can expect during the year.
 
Muntha is in the second house. As a young man, you can gain money or gifts unexpectedly. It could be a nice time to
try your hand at lottery, as you will benefit by speculation. You will be luckier than usual in your business deals and
stock market transactions. You can benefit from the sale or purchase of old property. Family and friends will respect
you. Government authorities may be more lenient towards your problems . Some pleasant surprises are awaiting you.
There may be more parties and dinners for you, this year.

Lord of Muntha

The lord of the house where Muntha is placed is called Munthesh, the Lord of Muntha. The effect of Munthesh is
only secondary to that of Muntha.
 
In this case, while Muntha is placed well, the Lord of Muntha also is in a good position. This reinforces the good
effects.

The lord of Muntha is in the first house. This indicates that, this year, you will enjoy the benevolence of good health.
Regular walks and light exercise will keep your body fit. This period is one of prosperity. You will do well at any
project or endeavour you seriously take up. You could gain some money or wealth and happiness will overwhelm
you at certain times, during this year.
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Lord of the year

Varsheswara, the lord of the year is selected based on various factors as shown above. The lord of the year has a
significant influence on the events that unfold during the year. The strength of the planet is also an important
consideration.

Mars is the lord of the year and is strong. This year will bring with it success for you in whatever you take up
earnestly. You will be a popular man among your friends and relatives. There could be an increase to your wealth or
assets. You will overcome your enemies and even turn them into friends. If you are an army man, then military
honours can be expected. This year will be a generally happy one for you, considering the strong influence of the
lord of the year.

Birth Lagna

The position of birth lagna in relation to varsha lagna has special significance.
 
Birth lagna is the annual fourth house. This year points to a period of happiness and domestic bliss. Its a good time to
acquire any property or vehicles. Comforts in life and financial gains are indicated for you. You will enjoy popularity
among your family and friends, during this period.

Planets in houses

The effects due to the position of planets in different houses of the annual chart are outlined below. These influences
modify the intensity of good and bad results forecast based on the parameters analysed earlier.
 

Moon is in the twelfth house. This indicates unexpected difficulties, phlegmatic complaints, spleen problems,
tendancy to tell lies and donations to causes.

The eighth house is occupied by the Sun. This cautions of tension and opposition from near and dear ones, illness in
the family and minor health problems such as boils for children.

The eighth house is occupied by Mercury. This points to cough and serious phlegmatic complaints, red eyes, viral
fever, skin problems, nervousness and dejection, increase in expenses and anxiety.

Venus is in the seventh house. This indicates acquisition of new vehicles, increase in pleasures, life of ease,
fulfillment of desires and pleasure trips.

Mars is in the first house. This indicates ulcer, rheumatism, disputes with enemies, head and eye troubles, pain in
joints, vomiting, danger of fire or injury due to falling objects.

Jupiter is in the tenth house. This points to purchase of precious metals, favours from superiors and enjoyment of
comforts.

Saturn occupies the eleventh house. This points to better contacts with the masses, increase in income and purchase
of assets.

Rahu happens to be in the third house. This indicates getting cattle and vehicles, friendship with rulers, but affliction
to brothers.

Ketu is positioned in the ninth house. This points to contacts with respected and religious persons, attending
religious functions, meeting with dignitaries and taking active interest in community services.

Summary of effects of planets in houses
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Planet Effect

Chandra Unfavourable
Surya Unfavourable
Budha Unfavourable
Shukra Favourable
Kuja Unfavourable
Guru Favourable
Sani Favourable
Rahu Favourable
Ketu Favourable

Overall effect of planets in houses:  Favourable

Combined effect of factors analysed

Factor Effect

Muntha Favourable
Muntha Lord Favourable
Varsheshwara Favourable
Birth Lagna Favourable
Planets in HousesFavourable

Combined astrological rating for the year:  95 %
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With best wishes : Astro-Vision Futurtech Pvt.Ltd.
First Floor, White Tower, Kuthappadi Road, Thammanam P.O - 682032

[YearGuide 3.0.4.3 Server Edition]

Note:

This report is based on the data provided by you and the best possible research support we have received so far. We 
do not assume any responsibility for the accuracy or the effect of any 


